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N-Ethylmaleimide and maleic anhydride add to the interior face

of one anthracene wall with unusual 1,4-regioselectivity, whereas

singlet oxygen adds to both anthracene walls with 9,10-regio-

selectivity.

Recently, we described the preparation of anthracene-

containing macrocyclic tetralactams 1a and 1b and showed

that they can encapsulate squaraine dyes with high affinity in a

range of solvent systems, including the interior of living cells.1

The expanding literature on anthracene-containing receptors

suggests that members of the compound family 1 may be

versatile structural components in various supramolecular

devices such as fluorescent sensors, shuttles, and solid-state

photonic materials.2 Anthracene derivatives are also known to

undergo cycloaddition reactions, often in a reversible manner,

and these covalent processes have been investigated as

switching mechanisms for molecular machines.3 This knowl-

edge has prompted us to conduct a systematic study of the

chemical, photophysical, and molecular recognition properties

of receptor family 1. Here we report our first results on the

propensity to undergo cycloaddition reactions. We find that

macrocycles 1a and 1b can react in very high yield with the

archetype dienophiles, N-ethylmaleimide, maleic anhydride,

and singlet oxygen. Furthermore, we provide evidence

indicating that the cycloaddition regioselectivity can be

controlled by non-covalent interactions within a pre-reaction

complex.

Shown in Fig. 1 is the X-ray crystal structurez of 1a with an

included molecule of ethyl acetate. All four NH residues of the

tetralactam are directed into the macrocycle cavity, two are

engaged in bifurcated hydrogen bonds with the ethyl acetate

carbonyl oxygen, whereas the other NH pair form hydrogen

bonds with a second ethyl acetate outside the cavity. The two

anthrylene chromophores adopt a near-parallel orientation;

this preorganized conformation helps explain why 1a and 1b

are quite soluble in weakly polar organic solvents (in contrast

to the extreme insolubility of the Leigh-type phenylene

analogues4) and why the solution-state fluorescence spectra

do not exhibit excimer bands in a range of solvents of different

polarities.1

The first reactions to be discussed are cycloadditions of 1a

and 1b with N-ethylmaleimide and maleic anhydride to give

the monoadducts 2a–d (Scheme 1). Focusing on the reaction

of 1a with N-ethylmaleimide as an illustrative example, we find

that heating a 1 : 1 mixture in chloroform at 50 1C for 24 h

gives 2a in quantitative yield.y The same result was also

obtained in solid-state reaction, where the solvent was

removed and the residue heated at 40 1C. The structure of

Scheme 1 Synthesis of cycloadduct families 2 and 3.

Fig. 1 Two views of the X-ray structure of 1a�ethyl acetate.
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2a, elucidated by a combination of multidimensional NMR

and computer modeling,5 displays two noteworthy stereo-

chemical features: (a) the maleimide adds with 1,4-regio-

selectivity to one of the two anthracenes, and (b) it forms

exclusively the endo-isomer, with intramolecular hydrogen

bonding to the four tetralactam NH residues, placing the

N-ethyl group against the aromatic cavity walls (Fig. 2). The

1,4-addition regioselectivity is unusual because Diels–Alder

reactions with anthracene derivatives usually produce the

9,10-isomer.6 For example, the addition of N-methylmaleimide

to 9,10-dimethylanthracene forms the 9,10-adduct in

95% yield.7 To explain this altered reactivity, we employed

NMR spectroscopy to study the ground-state supramolecular

interaction of N-ethylmaleimide and 1a.8 Addition of one

molar equivalent of N-ethylmaleimide to a solution of 1a

produced changes in 1H NMR chemical shifts that were

diagnostic for rapid and reversible inclusion of the maleimide

inside the macrocycle. For example, there were large downfield

migrations of the NH signals and proton a in 1a (and even

greater changes when the complex reacted to form product 2a,

see Fig. 3). Moreover, the signals corresponding to the

maleimide N-ethyl group were strongly shielded by the

anthracene sidewalls. Computer modeling of the pre-reaction

complex5 suggested the hydrogen bonded structure shown in

Fig. 4, with the reactive dienophile double bond located

cofacially over the anthrylene 1,4-carbons.z Consistent with

this reaction model is the monoadduct 2b which was produced

in 90% isolated yield by reacting N-ethylmaleimide with

homologous macrocycle 1b. Furthermore, the related 1,4-addition

products, 2c and 2d, were obtained in 70% yield when

macrocycles 1a and 1b were reacted with equimolar amounts

of maleic anhydride. The decreased yields for these latter

reactions are attributed to lower amounts of pre-reaction

complex since the maleic anhydride carbonyls are weaker

hydrogen bond acceptors.9 Taken together, the evidence

strongly suggests that the unusual 1,4-regioselectivity is due

to supramolecular control, a phenomenon that has been

demonstrated with a few other Diels–Alder reaction systems.10

The second reaction set to be discussed is cycloaddition with

singlet oxygen.11 Compounds 1a and 1b can be stored as

solids for months on the benchtop with no measurable

decomposition. Upon irradiation in the absence of oxygen

they form intractable mixtures with broad NMR lines

(i.e., they do not undergo clean homodimerization). However,

they both react rapidly in solution with excess singlet oxygen

that has been formed by triplet photosensitization. For

example, irradiation of an oxygen saturated solution of 1a

or 1b in the presence of 1% methylene blue produced the

corresponding bis-endo-peroxides 3a and 3b in quantitative

yield. These bis-endo-peroxides were stable to storage at room

temperature and underwent decomposition upon heating at

120 1C for extended periods (cycloreversion was not observed).

The molecular structures were elucidated by a combination of

standard spectrometric methods and, for 3b, single-crystal

X-ray diffraction. The solid-state structure of 3b confirms

the 9,10-addition regioselectivity to both anthrylene units

(Fig. 5). There is also a bridging water molecule between one

pair of macrocycle NH residues, whereas the other NH pair

Fig. 2 NMR-derived structure of 2a, (left) stick model highlighting

intramolecular hydrogen bonding, (right) space-filling model high-

lighting the N-ethyl group inside the macrocyclic cavity.

Fig. 3 Partial 1H NMR spectra (CDCl3) of (A) 1a, (B) inclusion

complex of N-ethylmaleimide and 1a, (C) 2a.

Fig. 4 Two views of the computed structure for the 1a�N-ethyl-

maleimide inclusion complex.

Fig. 5 X-Ray structure of 3b with a molecule of water.
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forms bifurcated hydrogen bonds to a proximal macrocyclic

amide oxygen. The macrocycle adopts a boat conformation in

the solid-state, implying inequivalent shielding at each end of

the anthrylene units, but in solution this conformation must be

in rapid exchange with its degenerate isomer, since the 1HNMR

spectrum exhibits a symmetrical pattern with sharp lines, even

at low temperature. The location of both endo-peroxide groups

inside the macrocyclic cavity suggests to us that the reactive

singlet oxygen molecules were delivered to the internal faces of

the anthrylene chromophores, but we cannot completely rule

out the less likely possibility of external addition followed by

bond rotation and conformational exchange.

In summary we report that macrocyclic receptor family 1

with two cofacial anthrylene chromophores can undergo

quantitative cycloaddition reactions under mild conditions.

The reaction regioselectivity depends on the size and supra-

molecular complementarity of the dienophile. The unusual

1,4-addition of N-ethylmaleimide and maleic anhydride to

only one of the anthrylene walls is attributed to formation

of a non-covalent, pre-reaction complex that promotes

cycloaddition inside the macrocyclic cavity. In contrast, the

smaller dienophile, singlet oxygen, adds to both anthrylene

walls with 9,10-addition selectivity.

This work was supported by the NSF and the University of

Notre Dame.
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